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Invisible White Lines
2020

late one evening in the early summer i sat
underneath the whirring fan at the front
verandah of my residence from here i could
gaze at the evening garden as if sitting at
the banks of a gushing river the driveway
gravel appeared to be a smooth grey stream
running upto the main gate the garden lights
illuminated the silent and elegant trees on
the other side of this gravelled river
silhouetted upon the dark evening subtle and
beautiful thoughts dot this interestingly
truthful account of life in ferozepur a border
outpost as seen through the eyes of a young
wife of an ias officer this book talks about
the habits practices lifestyles social evils
and perils of living at the border of india
and pakistan in the commissioner s residence

Cities of the Hot Zone
2004

combining journalism with travel writing a
veteran reporter sheds light on the rapidly
changing cities of kuala lumpur singapore hong
kong jakarta hanoi and saigon
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Erasing the Binary Distinction
of Developed and
Underdeveloped
2023-10-06

this book challenges the binary distinction of
developed and underdeveloped in the
categorization of any country while proposing
to erase this binary with a yardstick of
parity through a sample comparative historical
study focusing on the question of the
emergence of the large scale steel industry
1880 1914 of four chosen countries two
considered developed imperial uk and post
colonial imperial usa and two considered
underdeveloped imperial russia and colonial
india it is shown how this yardstick of parity
can be applied without the categorization of
societies as either developed or
underdeveloped print edition not for sale in
south asia india sri lanka nepal bangladesh
pakistan or bhutan

Technical Communication for
Engineers
2004-07-31
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technical communication for engineers has been
written for undergraduate students of all
engineering disciplines it provides a well
researched content meticulously developed to
help them become strategic assets to their
organizations and have a successful career the
book covers the entire spectrum of learning
required by a technical professional to
effectively communicate the technicalities of
his subject to other technocrats or to a non
technical person at their proper levels it is
unique inasmuch as it provides some thoughtful
pedagogical tools that help the students
attain proficiency in all the modes of
communication key features marginalia which
are spread throughout the book to clarify and
highlight the key points tech talk passages
which throw light on the latest advancements
in communication technology and their
innovative use application based exercise
which encourages the readers to apply the
concepts learnt to real life situation
language based exercise grammar vocabulary to
help readers assess their language competency
ethical dilemma which poses a complex
hypothetical situation of mental conflict on
choosing between difficult moral imperatives
experiential learning based exercise project
work devised to help learner feel or
experience the concepts and theories learnt
and thereby gain hands on experience
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Transnational Spaces
2015-04-23

social relations in our globalising world are
increasingly stretched out across the borders
of two or more nation states yet despite the
growing academic interest in transnational
economic networks political movements and
cultural forms too little attention has been
paid to the transformations of space that
these processes both reflect and reproduce
transnational spaces takes a innovative
perspective looking at transnationalism as a
social space that can be occupied by a wide
range of actors not all of whom are themselves
directly connected to transnational migrant
communities

International Perspectives on
ELT Classroom Interaction
2017-09-04

this book gathers together 11 empirical based
studies of classroom interaction carried out
in different countries including the usa
england kenya sweden and china along with a
state of the art literature review the
chapters provide key insights and engagement
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priorities that will prove relevant to a
variety of learning and teaching contexts

Immigration and
Entrepreneurship
2022-08-18

many nations invite foreigners to work within
their borders but few welcome them those
countries that do receive a torrent of
immigrants create pressures that analysts
expect to intensify as population growth and
social unrest mount in the less developed
countries of the world immigration and
entrepreneurship now in paperback offers a
comparative analysis of worldwide immigration
issues while focusing more specifically on the
emerging influence of entrepreneurship as a
potent factor in the economic and social
integration of immigrants in linking the
common immigrant and settler experiences with
the upsurge in self employment the
contributors to this volume use california as
their base of comparison the state has both a
huge and varied immigrant population and an
entrepreneurial economy that has facilitated
the formation of immigrant owned firms the los
angeles riots of the nineties indicated the
volatility of the mix aided by ethnic and
familial networks such firms have served as a
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route of economic advancement immigration and
entrepreneurship offers a comparative
perspective unique in the literature of
immigration by broaching the topic from both
global and local perspectives whereas most
studies examine the experience of a single
group or groups in a particular destination
economy this volume emphasizes variations in
the way different nations receive immigrants
as causes of differences in immigrant behavior
among the innovative themes discussed by a
range of international scholars are the
entrepreneurial efforts and tensions in the
garment industry in los angeles paris and
berlin koreans enterprise and identities in
los angeles and japan and u s immigration
policies the result is a genuinely global
methodology

Introduction to Alia Bhatt
2019-03-13

alia bhatt is an indian actress known for her
roles in bollywood films born in 1993 in
mumbai bhatt made her acting debut at the age
of 19 with the film student of the year in
2012 she has since appeared in several
successful films such as 2 states highway udta
punjab dear zindagi and raazi among others
bhatt has received numerous accolades for her
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performances including four filmfare awards
she is also known for her philanthropic work
and is associated with several charitable
organizations bhatt s success in the film
industry is attributed to her versatile acting
skills and her ability to play a variety of
roles in different genres she is known for her
natural and effortless performances and has
often been praised for her ability to connect
with the audience in addition to acting bhatt
is also a singer and has recorded songs for
several of her films her popularity is not
just limited to india as she has a significant
fan following around the world bhatt is
considered one of the most successful and
talented actresses in bollywood today and is
expected to continue to shine in the years to
come

Socio-Linguistic And Socio-
Cultural Aspects Of Punjabi
Indian Migrants Living In
Germany
2008

doctoral thesis dissertation from the year
2014 in the subject sociology politics
majorities minorities grade a jawaharlal nehru
university language english abstract the aim
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of this research is to get a complete picture
of the sociolinguistic and sociocultural
aspects of punjabi indian migrants settled in
germany migration brings with it an increased
cultural diversity the question for this
thesis is how punjabi identity is shaped and
maintained in diaspora what mechanisms allow
the punjabi speaking migrants to live and work
within the new cultural milieu of germany the
objective is to see what happens to
individuals who are born and brought up in one
cultural context when they live in a new
cultural context to what extent are cultural
identity and characteristics important for the
migrants and what is being done for language
and culture maintenance the basis for this
research is intercultural communication and
intercultural understanding between the
indians and the germans primary source
research for the thesis consisted of surveys
and interviews with 240 punjabi speaking
migrants mostly sikhs of different age social
class and occupation living primarily in 7
different cities of germany namely wuppertal
essen cologne düsseldorf berlin frankfurt and
nuremberg

Collaborative Research And
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Social Change
2024-06

community case studies are basic to
anthropology yet there are relatively few
examples in which the promotion of social
change has been the explicit goal of the
research the case studies included here are
all natural experiments that involve long term
community based research close collaboration
between researchers and representatives of the
h

Schooling Passions
2012

this book explores how regional and national
senses of belonging are produced and
transmitted in elementary schools in western
india

Unsuitable
1968

clothes are central to lesbian history and
lesbians are central to fashion history the
way we dress can help us show who we are or
hide ourselves make us into a community or
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make us stand out from the crowd yet lesbian
fashion is often strangely overlooked without
this story of self expression what are we
missing about the culture and status of queer
women the lesbian past is slippery it has
often been deliberately hidden edited or left
unrecorded unsuitable restores to style
history and queer history the fascinating ever
changing tale of modern lesbian dress from top
hats to violet tiaras this story spans
centuries and countries from gentleman jack in
nineteenth century yorkshire and queen
christina of seventeenth century sweden to
paris modernism genderqueer berlin butch femme
bar culture and 1980s activists via drag kings
the suffragettes the harlem renaissance and
the power of slogan tees this book is a
kaleidoscope of the margins and the mainstream
celebrating trans lesbian histories black
lesbian histories and histories of gender
nonconformity you don t have to be queer or
fashionable to be enthralled by this hidden
history of minority identity in unsuitable
eleanor medhurst lights it up for the world to
see in all its finery

The Punjabis in British
Columbia
2018-07-30
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contrasting immigrant experiences in remote
regions and metropolitan centres of canada

New Backgrounds: the Immigrant
Child at Home and at School
2018-02-14

for south asia fashion and consumption have
come to play an increasingly important role in
the lives of young people and in the formation
of youth cultures afghanistan bangladesh
bhutan india maldives nepal pakistan and sri
lanka have all in related and distinctive ways
been producing confident young fashion
consumers who are proving to be an important
market for fashion this book explores south
asian youth cultures and fashion across the
countries of this region and their diasporas
from a transnational perspective through
visual and textual analysis of film
photography and digital cultures as well as
ethnographic fieldwork the expert contributors
look at how gender sexuality class the media
and faith intersect with and style youth
cultures by establishing the heterogeneous
nature of south asia and its youth cultures
they also dismantle grand western narratives
that tend to understand the region s diverse
cultural modernity through the lens of
homogeneity
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Styling South Asian Youth
Cultures
2020-03-15

this book explores the festival of thaipusam
in terms of its own inner dynamics the
traditions and belief structures which ensure
the festival s continuing relevance to
malaysian hindus it argues that thaipusam
reflects a growing sense of hindu identity in
malaysia and an as yet inchoate unity it
contends that while the kavadi ritual provides
profound meaning at the individual and group
level thaipusam furnishes a public arena for
and gives expression to a powerful hindu
resurgence largely though not exclusively
fuelled by dravidian assertiveness in
situating the festival within the context of a
malaysia dominated by malay and islamic power
brokers a society in which both the indian
community and hinduism are relegated to the
margins the book explores the festival of
thaipusam as a vehicle for mobilization of
religious symbols and values which not only
simultaneously articulate ethnicity and thus
resist the forces which threaten cultural and
religious integrity but which also ultimately
signal wider allegiances to the broader
politico cultural world of an imagined
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immeasurably rich and enduring indo hindu
civilization

Thaipusam in Malaysia
2018-11-01

we can see clearly the differences between
beliefs and way of life in each country and
can begin to understand the challenges
immigrants face in this era it was difficult
and traumatic for samantha the immigrant in my
book to leave everything behind and start a
new life where the language culture traditions
morals beliefs and everyday way of life are
totally foreign and then assimilate into a new
country while still retaining her own culture
and beliefs the story follows samantha or
shimonti as she was known as a child as she
races to her native india now modern in search
of her daughter monica their fragile
relationship of late has finally been
shattered over interracial marriage because
samantha fears that it will end her bengali
culture samantha revisits her past and re
examines her life growing up in india and then
immigrating to the united states where life
was extremely hard at first but was later
fulfilled by achieving the american dream her
daughter monica now a journalist was all
american in heart but she was partially wrong
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monica was fascinated by indian people and
their spirituality later she faced physical
assault in india and samantha seeks justice
for her daughter the silver lining in this
book is when samantha thought she should
embrace and accept brandon as her son in law
who was christian realizing her daughter s
happiness should come first before her own
happiness but would she the messages brought
forth about the beauty of love and the evil of
rape came across through the pages in my book

All Those Tears We Can't See
2023-10-31

over the last century there has been a
complete transformation of the fashion system
the unitary top down fashion cycle has been
replaced by the pulsations of multiple and
simultaneous styles while the speed of global
production and circulation has become ever
faster and more complex running in tandem the
development of artificial fibres has
revolutionized the composition of clothing and
the increased focus on youth sexuality and the
body has radically changed its design from the
1920s flapper dress to debates over the
burkini fashion has continued to be deeply
involved in society s larger issues drawing on
a wealth of visual textual and object sources
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and illustrated with 100 images a cultural
history of dress and fashion in the modern age
presents essays on textiles production and
distribution the body belief gender and
sexuality status ethnicity and visual and
literary representations to illustrate the
diversity and cultural significance of dress
and fashion in the period

A Cultural History of Dress
and Fashion in the Modern Age
2005-01-01

providing up to date coverage of screen
versions of romeo and juliet this book
encompasses a broad range of media from
canonical movies to web series the chapters
written by internationally recognized scholars
revisit well known films and tv productions
while also exploring free retellings and
introducing appropriations from around the
globe

Shakespeare on Screen: Romeo
and Juliet
2005-10-05

printbegrænsninger der kan printes 10 sider ad
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gangen og max 40 sider pr session

Linguistic Informatics
2013-08-29

in late 1990s britain the salwaar kameez or
punjabi suit emerged as a high fashion garment
popular both on the catwalk and on the street
it made front page news when worn by diana
princess of wales and by cherie booth the wife
of uk prime minister tony blair in her
ethnography of the local and global design
economies established by asian women fashion
entrepreneurs parminder bhachu focuses on the
transformation of the salwaar kameez from
negatively coded ethnic clothing to a global
garment fashionable both on the margins and in
the mainstream exploring the design and sewing
businesses shops and street fashions in which
this revolution has taken place she shows how
the salwaar kameez is today at the heart of
new economic micro markets which themselves
represent complex powerfully coded means of
cultural dialogue and racial politics the
innovative designs of second generation
british asian women are drawn from
characteristically improvisational migrant
cultural codes through their hybrid designs
and creation of new aesthetics these women
cross cultural boundaries battling with racism
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and redefining both asian and british
identities at the same time their border
crossing commercial entrepreneurship produces
new diaspora economies which give them control
over many economic aesthetic cultural and
technological resources in this way the
processes of global capitalism are gendered
racialized and localized through the
interventions of diasporic women from the
margins

Dangerous Designs
1962

sikh diaspora theory agency and experience is
a collection of essays offering new insights
into the diverse experiences of sikhs beyond
the punjab moving beyond migration history and
global in their scope the essays in this
volume draw from a range of methodological
approaches to engage with diaspora theory
agency space social relations and aesthetics
rich in substantive content these essays offer
critical reflections on the concept of
diaspora and insight into key features of sikh
experience including memory citizenship
political engagement architecture
multiculturalism gender literature oral
history kirtan economics and marriage
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Sikh Diaspora
2014-10-09

bollywood sounds focuses on the songs of
indian films in their historical social
commercial and cinematic contexts author
jayson beaster jones takes readers through the
highly collaborative compositional process
highlighting the contributions of film
directors music directors composers lyricists
musicians and singers in song production
through close musical and multimedia analysis
of more than twenty landmark compositions
bollywood sounds illustrates how the producers
of indian film songs have long mediated a
variety of musical styles instruments and
performance practices to create a uniquely
cosmopolitan music genre as an exploration of
the music of seventy years of hindi films
bollywood sounds provides long term historical
insights into film songs and their musical and
cinematic conventions in ways that will appeal
both to scholars and to newcomers to indian
cinema

Hindi-Punjabi Code-switching
in Delhi
2016-08-15
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this ready reference is a comprehensive guide
to pop culture in asia and oceania including
topics such as top korean singers thailand s
sports heroes and japanese fashion this
entertaining introduction to asian pop culture
covers the global superstars music idols
blockbuster films and current trends from the
eclectic to the underground of east asia and
south asia including china japan korea india
the philippines thailand vietnam and pakistan
as well as oceania the rich content features
an exploration of the politics and
personalities of bollywood a look at how
baseball became a huge phenomenon in taiwan
and japan the ways in which censorship affects
social media use in these regions and the
influence of the united states on the movies
music and internet in asia topics include
contemporary literature movies television and
radio the internet sports video games and
fashion brief overviews of each topic precede
entries featuring key musicians songs
published works actors and actresses popular
websites top athletes video games and clothing
fads and designers the book also contains top
ten lists a chronology of pop culture events
and a bibliography sidebars throughout the
text provide additional anecdotal information
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Bollywood Sounds
1994-01-25

a thoroughly original study that greatly
expands our knowledge of how ethnic identities
are formed leonard writes clearly and her
inclusion of the voices of the punjabi
mexicans lends humor and depth to the history
this insightful study will be of interest to
all scholars concerned with immigration and
ethnicity and the history of california the
journal of asian studies this is a study of
the flexibility of ethnic identity in the
early twentieth century men from india s
punjab province came to california to work on
the land the new immigrants had few chances to
marry there were very few marriageable indian
women and miscegenation laws and racial
prejudice limited their ability to find white
americans discovering an unexpected
compatibility punjabis married women of
mexican descent and these alliances inspired
others as the men introduced their bachelor
friends to the sisters and friends of their
wives these biethnic families developed an
identity as hindus but also as americans karen
leonard has related theories linking state
policies and ethnicity to those applied at the
level of marriage and family life using
written sources and numerous interviews she
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invokes gender generation class religion
language and the dramatic political changes of
the 1940s in south asia and the united states
to show how individual and group perceptions
of ethnic identity have changed among punjabi
mexican americans in rural california this is
an extraordinary work it is simultaneously an
ethnography of early south asian immigrant
life in california a model of fine grained
historical research using all manner of
documents to reconstruct and interpret the
migration flows social structure and family
cycles of punjabi men and their mexican
spouses and a sophisticated examination of the
complex role of identity in their perceptions
of themselves and their descendants in the
midst of contemporary discussions about multi
culturalism politically correctly positions
and valuing diversity this book would be a
fine place to begin a thoughtful consideration
of the potential multiplicity of meanings
ethnicity may have for human begins journal of
american ethnic history no other book has the
scope or the vision of karen leonard s work i
expect this book to be consulted as a model of
historical research for many years to come
james freeman san jose state university
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Pop Culture in Asia and
Oceania
2014-06-23

this interaction based ethnographic study
presents a detailed depiction of family life
in immigrant chinese communities utilising a
strongly contextualised and evidence based
narrative approach to exploring the nature of
child cultural mediation the author provides
an insightful analysis of intercultural
relationships between children and parents the
family home setting offers the reader a
glimpse of a personal territory that
researchers often have great difficulty
accessing

Making Ethnic Choices
2021-03-23

a christian s guide to the world s most
prominent religions meeting people from other
religions is an incredible blessing and a
unique challenge as christians what do we need
to know about their beliefs to effectively
interact with them and how can we share about
jesus with sensitivity for someone s
relationship to their current faith a
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compilation from some of today s top religion
scholars the popular handbook of world
religions is a clear and insightful guide to
understanding and conversing with followers of
the world s major belief systems you will gain
a balanced nuanced comprehension of what
followers of other religions believe and see
how those beliefs compare with those of
christianity develop deeper respect for
different cultures and appreciate their unique
traditions and ideas learn how to share about
christ with true compassion and a recognition
of other people s individuality and heritage
featuring the writings of dr douglas groothuis
dr paul copan dr winfried corduan and more the
popular handbook of world religions is
designed to help you gain the wisdom you need
to interact with people of other faiths from
atheism to judaism buddhism to islam jainism
to sikhism and more

Young Children as
Intercultural Mediators
2002-01-04

self and sovereignty surveys the role of
individual muslim men and women within india
and pakistan from 1850 through to
decolonisation and the partition period
commencing in colonial times this book
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explores and interprets the historical
processes through which the perception of the
muslim individual and the community of islam
has been reconfigured over time self and
sovereignty examines the relationship between
islam and nationalism and the individual
regional class and cultural differences that
have shaped the discourse and politics of
muslim identity as well as fascinating
discussion of political and religious
movements culture and art this book includes
analysis of press poetry and politics in late
nineteenth century india the politics of
language and identity hindi urdu and punjabi
muslim identity cultural differnce and
nationalism the punjab and the politics of
union and disunion the creation of pakistan
covering a period of immense upheaval and
sometimes devastating violence this work is an
important and enlightening insight into the
history of muslims in south asia

The Popular Handbook of World
Religions
2008-11-24

this second edition of foundations of nursing
practice has been revised and updated
specifically to meet the needs of nursing
students in all fields of practice the book
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explains how and why sensitive safe evidence
based holistic nursing care is carried out
including topics common to all fields of
practice core nursing skills are emphasised to
reflect the importance of clinical skills as
well as the underpinning theory aids to
learning in each chapter learning outcomes
interactive boxes for all age groups and
fields of nursing practice key words and
phrases for literature searching useful
websites references and further reading this
book provides a comprehensive introduction to
nursing that will meet the needs of students
nurses returning to practice mentors and other
registered nurses relevant to all branches of
nursing settings infants children adults
pregnant women older people and people with a
learning disability or mental health problems
themes relevant to all stages and fields of
nursing practice include safety infection
prevention and control managing stress
communication managing wounds and pressure
ulcers and dealing with loss scenarios develop
the skills of evidence based practice critical
thinking reflection and health promotion and
encourage further learning the areas of
psychology sociology physiology and pathology
are clearly related to nursing practice key
principles of health promotion the law and
ethics the human lifespan and development are
explained in earlier chapters then applied in
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later chapters cultural diversity information
helps with understanding the needs of people
from different backgrounds person centred
approach encourages problem solving and
application to practice evidence based
practice is explicit throughout and best
practice guidelines underpin exploration
explanation of nursing care easy reference
glossary at the back of the book meets the
requirements of the new pre registration
nursing curriculum including the nmc 2010
competencies and essential skills clusters
greater emphasis on safeguarding vulnerable
people maternal health and first aid self test
questions with answers available on
accompanying website

Self and Sovereignty
2013-01-08

a two volume encyclopedia set that examines
the legacy impact and contributions of muslim
americans to u s history

Outlook
2010

mixing theories of the everyday with a wide
range of case studies this book explains the
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character of ethnicity from being a political
tool of exclusion to a source of meaning and
solidarity and the relationship between
culture power and identity combining theories
of the everyday with empirical case studies
this book examines the dual character of
ethnicity as a political tool of exclusion and
source of meaning solidarity respectively the
relationship between culture power and
identity the significance of historical socio
economic contexts to ethnicity and everyday
life this book addresses many important
questions through a critical application of
theories of the everyday to a series of case
studies that include travellers the south
asian diaspora contemporary austria and asylum
seekers in fortress europe this book provides
an accessible and coherent introduction to the
sociology of ethnicity and will be essential
reading for undergraduate students on cultural
studies race and ethnic studies and sociology
courses

Foundations of Nursing
Practice
2007-05-07

as communities around the world continue to
attract international immigrants schools have
become centers for learning how to engage with
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people s multiple ethnic and cultural origins
ethnocultural minority immigrant students
carry diverse histories and perspectives which
can serve as resources for critical reflection
about social conflicts these students
identities need to be included in the
curriculum so that diversity and conflictual
issues can be openly discussed immigrant
children embody the many issues confronting
today s youth in a global transnational and
interconnected world drawing on in depth
empirical case studies this book explores the
classroom experiences of these children
varying in social and cultural capital they
contend with social and cultural conflict
influenced not only by global politics and
familial prejudices but also by structural
exclusion in western curricula in democratic
peacebuilding education diverse students
express divergent points of view in open
inclusive dialogue negotiating their multiple
identities such children develop skills for
managing and responding to that conflict
thereby acquiring tools to challenge dominant
hegemonic systems of oppression and control
later in life in vivid classroom depictions
the reader learns of many outcomes young quiet
and marginalized voices were heard dialogic
pedagogies encouraged cooperation among
students and strengthened class communities
what is more the implicit and explicit
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curricula implemented in these diverse
classrooms served to shape how students
interpreted democracy in multicultural canada
the diverse experiences of the young people
and teachers in this book illuminate the
innermost landscapes of multicultural
classrooms providing deep insight into the
social and cultural challenges and
opportunities that ethnocultural minority
children experience at school

Encyclopedia of Muslim-
American History
2015-12-17

the present study describes the land and
people of lahaul spiti a remote district of
himachal pradesh it is a multi disciplinary
study and the subject has been dealt with
chronologically in order to present an overall
picture of this beautiful and unique region of
the himalayas

Ethnicity and Everyday Life
2002-03

this book presents an alternative paradigm in
understanding and appreciating world englishes
wes in the wake of globalization and its
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accompanying shifting priorities in many
dimensions of modern life including the
emergence of the english language as the
dominant lingua franca elf chew argues that
history is a theatre for the realization of
lingua francas offering a model that shows the
present as derived from the past and as a
bearer of future possibility the understanding
of which is rooted in the understanding of
world englishes and elf the book will engage
with some of the current theoretical debates
in wes and includes as a means of fleshing out
the model sociolinguistic case studies of
arabia china fujian and singapore

Peacebuilding, Citizenship,
and Identity
2013-05-13

cultural anthropology integrates critical
thinking explores rich ethnographies and
prompts students to skillfully explore and
study today s world readers will better
understand social structures by examining
themselves their culture and cultures from all
over the globe serena nanda and richard l
warms show how the analytical understandings
and tools derived from over a century of
systematically collecting data and thinking
about culture can help students analyze
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understand and act effectively in the world
with a practical emphasis on areas such as
medicine forensics development and advocacy
this book takes an applied approach to
anthropology the authors cover a broad range
of theories both historical and contemporary
without any insistence on any particular
approach and balance it with applied
contemporary real world global issues the new
twelfth edition includes a wealth of new
examples and over 500 references that update
ethnographic examples statistical information
and theoretical approaches

Lahaul-Spiti
2019-01-09

lights camera war looks at 50 indian war films
from 1950 to 2020 across various indian
languages and examines their balance between
entertainment and history it looks at factors
such as the real history behind the plots the
equipment and uniforms depicted the use of
music in the context and setting or as often
in indian films as a narrative device in the
nautanki tradition or for temporary relief and
the use of filmy coincidences and other plot
devices the author s sometimes surprising view
is that some indian war films classified as
flops deserved more respect at least in that
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they have been authentic in the depiction of
history while some hits leave much to be
desired there are also comparisons with
hollywood and the west where war films form a
distinct genre some indian war films including
major hits are clearly inspired by such
hollywood films and what they lose or gain in
transplanting to the indian screen is also
discussed the book also includes small
historical capsules for comparison with the on
screen action to illustrate how far the indian
war film accurately presents the history
serves as masala entertainment or manages a
balance between them

Emergent Lingua Francas and
World Orders
2021-05-14

since restrictions on commonwealth labour
immigration to britain in the 1960s marriage
has been the dominant form of migration
between pakistan and the uk most transnational
pakistani marriages are between cousins or
other more distant relatives lending a
particular texture to this transnational
social field based on research in britain and
pakistan this book provides a rounded
portrayal incorporating the emotional
motivations for and content of these
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transnational unions the book explores the
experiences of families and individuals
involved including the neglected experiences
of migrant husbands and charts the management
of the risks of contracting transnational
marriages as well as examining the
consequences in cases when marriages run into
conflict equally however the book explores the
attractions of marrying back home and the role
of transnational marriage in maintaining bonds
between people and places marriage emerges as
a crucial but dynamic and contested element of
pakistani transnational connections this book
is of interest to students and scholars in the
fields of migration studies kinship the family
and south asian studies as well as social work
family law and immigration

Cultural Anthropology
2013-11-12

an icon of global punjabi culture the dhol
drum inspires an unbridled love for the
instrument far beyond its application to
regional vernacular music yet the identities
of dhol players within their local communities
and the broadly conceived punjabi nation
remain obscure gibb schreffler draws on two
decades of research to investigate dhol s
place among the cultural formations within
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punjabi communities analyzing the identities
of musicians schreffler illuminates concepts
of musical performance looks at how these
concepts help create or articulate punjabi
social structure and explores identity
construction at the intersections of ethnicity
class and nationality in punjab and the
diaspora as he shows understanding the
identities of dhol players is an ethical
necessity that acknowledges their place in
punjabi cultural history and helps to repair
their representation an engaging and rich
ethnography dhol reveals a beloved
instrumental form and the musical and social
practices of its overlooked performers

Lights Camera War!
2021-12-28

Transnational Pakistani
Connections

Dhol
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